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NEW QUESTION: 1
A MIDlet suite has the application descriptor fragment:
MIDlet-1: E-mail, email.png, com.example.EmailMIDlet The MIDlet
suite has the necessary permissions to use the PushRegistry.
What line does the application descriptor need to register the
MIDlet suite for socket push connections on port 79?
A. MIDlet-Push-1: socket://:79, E-mail, *
B. MIDlet-Push-1: socket://:79, com.example.EmailMIDlet, *
C. MIDlet-Push-1: socket://:79, EmailMIDlet, *
D. MIDlet-Push-1: socket://:79, MIDlet-1, *
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
What is the primary benefit of Cisco Smart Assist?
A. quick access to online help
B. ease of call forwarding and paging
C. reduce set-up time for new devices
D. simple configuration of network settings
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
What can Azure Information Protection encrypt?
A. network traffic
B. an Azure Storage account
C. an Azure SQL database
D. documents and email messages
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
You must cable a new AFF A700 with two DS224C shelves that are
fully populated with 15.3 TB SSDs. You want to ensure that the
maximum bandwidth between the disks and the controllers is
reached.
In this scenario, according to NetApp best practices, which
type of cabling should you use?
A. multipath HA
B. single-path HA
C. direct connected HA
D. quad-path HA
Answer: D
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